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Abstract: Due to the increased utilization of computers and the Internet the importance of IT security has also increased. Naturally the ﬁeld of IT security has grown
signiﬁcantly and has provided many valuable contributions in recent years. Most of the
work is concerned with the design of systems offering strong technological security.
With regard to behavioural factors, researchers build their work on assumptions about
human behaviour that are prevalent in the ﬁeld of IT security without considering the
results and insights of related disciplines. In this contribution we challenge some of
these widely held conjectures and offer alternative interpretations based on the results
of neighbouring disciplines. Based on this analysis, we suggest new directions for
the design of security solutions that support the inclusion of insights from reference
disciplines during the design process.

1 Introduction
Since the series of cyber-attacks in the ﬁrst half of 2011 against leading, international corporations like Sony, Citigroup, Lockheed Martin, Google, and Apple [Pau11], it should
be obvious that IT security is more important than ever before. With the increased utilization of computers and networks for mission-critical applications in recent years, their
reliability and security has also become essential. As a result the ﬁeld of IT security has
grown signiﬁcantly and has provided many valuable contributions. However, as the recent
successful attacks also illustrate, not all of these advances have been utilized in practice
and systems remain vulnerable to attacks that are not very sophisticated. For example, a
recent study by SANS Institute lists SQL injections and unpatched known vulnerabilities
as the predominant threat vectors [DDEK09]. Security technologies that could protect
companies or users against these attacks do exist. The problem is that these technologies
are often simply not bought, not used or not conﬁgured correctly. Therefore, several authors have argued that human factors might be the biggest threat to security in practice
[Sas03, JEL03]. At the same time, researchers in the IT security ﬁeld rely on assumptions
about human behavior to guide both the designs of individual systems, and the direction
of the discipline as a whole. Examples include conjectures about how humans form trust
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on the internet, theories concerning market failure, and opinions about user awareness and
education. However, the ﬁeld of IT security lacks the tools or methods to provide anything
but anecdotal evidence to support those conjectures. Neighboring disciplines, especially
information systems (IS) and marketing, have amassed a signiﬁcant amount of knowledge
about human behavior with regard to factors such as trust, diffusion of innovative systems,
and what constitutes a market failure. Those results at times contradict the conjectures
applied in the security domain. However, this body of kernel theory is seldom applied by
researchers when designing secure systems [SO07]. In this paper, we will challenge some
of the most commonly held conjectures from IT security publications, and present alternative interpretations based on evidence from neighboring disciplines. As this evidence
casts doubt on some of these conjectures, we will further argue that those misconceptions
are at least partially responsible for the missing market success and utilization of security
solutions. In addition, we will outline a framework for the design of secure systems that
allows collecting and including relevant evidence concerning behavioral aspects during
the planning and speciﬁcally feasibility analysis stages, using the information systems and
marketing ﬁelds as reference disciplines. Especially IS has now collected a signiﬁcant
body of knowledge, especially with regard to the development of innovative yet viable
systems [Nam03].

2 Common Conjectures in IT Security
In this section we present three common conjectures that are prevalent in the ﬁeld of IT
security. We will challenge these widely held beliefs and present alternative theories that
are supported by inputs from kernel theory from the proposed reference disciplines.

2.1

“More Security = More Trust”

One of the most widely held beliefs in IT security is that increasing the security of a system, and thus its trustworthiness, will eventually also lead to an increase in trust towards
the system [RIS09, GRSS04, Ran00]. On ﬁrst glance, this reasoning seems to be quite
logical. A system that is more secure than others should be more trustworthy and therefore people should trust it more, which in turn should lead to a higher intention to use or
buy the system. However, both trust and intention to use are behavioral aspects, involving
human beings, and thus are subject to beliefs and behavior of those involved. Therefore,
methods of behavioral science are needed in order to be able to measure whether trustworthiness of systems translates into trust of users towards the system or their intention
to use it. IT security research does not possess these methods, and cannot provide strong
evidence answering the question scientiﬁcally. Therefore, researchers in this ﬁeld should
consider the results of related disciples. Trust has been subject of various disciplines, such
as sociology, psychology, and economics. As a result there a many different deﬁnitions,
which often reﬂect the disciplinary perspectives, but today most researchers see it as a
multidimensional and context-dependent construct [LPF06]. When considering the results
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of information systems and economics, we ﬁnd several research contributions that provide
evidence that trust indeed positively affects intention to use or buy, especially in the ECommerce environment [Gef00]. However, when looking into the relationship between
technological trustworthiness and trust, it becomes apparent that the relations are much
more complicated than a direct implication. Trust is inﬂuenced by many different factors.
Security technology certainly is one of those factors, but not the only one. McKnight et al
conducted a large-scale meta-study on trust formation in electronic commerce, and found
that the most important inﬂuences on trust in an e-commerce site are institutional trust
— the trust in the operator of the site — and individuals’ general predisposition to trust
[MCK02]. Furthermore, technical measures providing trust through security are dominated by user interface issues: a user may distrust even a secure system because it is very
complicated to use, it appeals less to him visually, or it produces errors during usage.
Those inﬂuences have an impact that is at least as strong as technical security across all
user groups [LT01]. Even the color of the web site has been identiﬁed as a statistical signiﬁcant inﬂuence on trust [LSR10]. These results cast a serious doubt on the assumption
that improved security will automatically lead to an increase in trust. Some IT security
researchers have acknowledged, that trust is a social construct that is mainly inﬂuenced
by the interacting parties, and is hardly inﬂuenced by preventive technologies that the user
cannot even observe [And01] and have expressed skepticism whether trust can really be
managed or inﬂuenced by technical means [JKD05]. Consequently, this implies that trust
and trustworthiness are separate constructs that are determined by different requirements
and inﬂuences. Therefore, they should also be addressed separately during system design.

2.2

“We need to educate the users”

One possible conclusion that may be drawn from the disparity of theoretical trustworthiness and actual trust is that users need to be educated, enabling them to identify trustworthy
systems. This argument is quite compelling. Once users recognize the technological superiority of the more secure product they will naturally choose the better solution. However,
several problems arise with regards to this argument. Flinn and Lumsden surveyed users’
security knowledge and practices, and speciﬁcally the impact of educational measures.
They ﬁnd “that the beneﬁts of modest education may not be as dramatic as we would
hope” [FL05]. User education is inefﬁcient as the problems associated with security are
highly complex. But even if we assume that user education does work, research in related
disciplines especially marketing suggests that educating users will not necessarily make
them buy more secure products. When confronted with purchasing decisions users need
to make choices regarding different product features and the price of the overall product.
The security of the product is only one product feature that will be weighed against other
features and the costs associated with it. Since more secure solutions often also come with
higher costs (including non monetary costs such as reduced performance or high complexity) they might not offer the highest consumer surplus to prospective customers, who are
generally perceived as being careless and unmotivated with regard to security [VCU08].
Even when users do exhibit a signiﬁcant willingness to pay for security, much of this
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willingness to pay vanishes if the guaranteed security level is anything less than 100%
[MPLK06]. This common underestimation of risks is further reinforced by the tendency
of users to assume that negative events are less likely to happen to them than to others
and that positive events are more likely to happen to them than others [Wei89]. Therefore,
educating users about the trustworthiness of products is not sufﬁcient by itself. It has to
be combined with raising the awareness of user about the risks of using unsecure systems.
However, given the prominence of the recent security incidents it remains doubtful, that
users are still unaware of these risks in general. Furthermore, raising awareness about
speciﬁc risks can even undermine trust in the systems due to privacy and security salience
[JAL11]: the mention of security risks may reduce users’ intention to use a service as
they are made aware that breaches are possible. In addition, the users’ criticized security
behavior can be seen as entirely rational [Her09]: contemporary systems are asking too
much of users in terms of both cost and complexity and offer too little beneﬁt in return.

2.3

“There is a market failure, and we need regulation”

Many information security practitioners share this assessment, and call for the government
to intervene and regulate computer security [Lau96, BHRR07]. A common reasoning is
that the problems of security solutions in the market indicate a market failure, caused by
incomplete information — a lemon market problem [Ake70], an asymmetric information
distribution that results in a vicious circle where price is the dominant factor for success,
and high quality systems suffer. Of course, we cannot disprove market failure for all security systems in their speciﬁc markets in general here; this has to be discussed for each market individually. However, we can say that in some cases where regulation has been made
based on observations of market failure have not gone as had been hoped; in analyses following the implementation of the regulation, economic factors such as high costs, network
externalities, unfair incentive distributions and lacking applications have been identiﬁed
as problems e.g. in the case of the German electronic signatures [Roß06]. Speaking of a
market failure of security systems in a sense that regulation was needed might be understood as implying that the situation in the market was not Pareto optimal, meaning that
the situation of the users might be improved by forcing them to use highly secure systems.
Vidyaraman et al. [VCU08] proposed to persuade users to improve their security practices by designing systems in a way that would artiﬁcially make insecure practices less
desirable. They warned that there would be a backlash from the users, making the approach of imposing security on the user impractical where practices cannot be enforced by
an overarching organization, as users would not adopt a solution threatening disciplinary
measures to enforce secure practices voluntarily. As we stated in the last section, users
valuate systems based on a number of factors, including but not limited to security. If they
need to be forced, this would not be an improvement in the sense of Pareto optimality.
We feel, in such cases we need an alternative to calls for regulation that would persuade
users to use security systems they would not employ by choice. Classical information security aims at developing systems with high complexity (which is a problem with regards
to diffusion [Rog03]) and offering the highest possible level of security (which users can-
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not observe [And01]). Under those circumstances, the explanation of market failure may
apply in some cases, i.e. where a lemon market problem is the main hindrance, but all in
all is not necessary to explain why security systems often have no success in the market.
Our idea, as an alternative to this, is to ﬁnd methods for a new design process that would
take market compliance factors into account early in the system design.

3 Engineering Viable Security Systems
We propose an alternative approach, a stakeholder requirements driven analysis in the very
early stages of security system design. As Greenwald et al. observe [GORR04], user acceptance is underrepresented in security systems design. While we recognize that security
systems should offer the highest feasible level of security, we feel this feasibility is limited
by market compliance, as we need to build systems that are not only trustworthy in theory,
but also trusted. It is a condition for the design of such systems that all involved stakeholders would still voluntarily use them. Where related approaches like Karyda et al.’s Viable
Information Systems [KKK01] are concerned with the question how much security an information system needs to be successful, we consider the design of IT security systems,
and ask how to make them more viable from a market compliance perspective. One very
relevant approach is the viable security model [ZR11], which illustrates important factors
inﬂuencing the impact of a given security solution on the overall security of deployed information systems [ZR11], including how market-compliant a security infrastructure needs
to be to succeed on the market, and how effective it is in comparison with the currently
deployed state of the art. Those two aspects mirror the earlier discussion of the trustworthiness of effective security systems, and the market compliance reached by creating trust
in users. An effective security solution that is not market-compliant will not lead to an increase in security in practice, while a solution that is market-compliant but not as least as
secure as what is currently deployed might even harm the overall level of security [ZR11].
The question of effectiveness is widely discussed in information security and related ﬁelds
of computer science. Technical soundness is the core requirement of information security
research in computer science, and the requirement that computer scientists can analyze using the methods of computer science. There have also been quite some efforts to increase
the usability of security systems in recent years [JEL03]. Human-computer interaction
experts have a comprehensive set of methods for designing and evaluating user interfaces
[JEL03]. Factors like task-technology-ﬁt have received less attention, but require a very
speciﬁc combination of implemented system and concrete task, which makes them not
directly applicable to system design. Hevner et al. [HMPR04] recently made the case for
design science in information systems, where artifacts such as reference architectures or
design theories are developed and then evaluated using behavioral methods, as a promising vector for research that contributes both to the scientiﬁc knowledge base (the research
is rigorous) and to practice (it is also relevant). While this approach brought the information systems domain, which had been focused on behavioral studies, closer to the subjects
classically addressed in computer science, we propose a paradigm shift that would bring
the IT security domain closer to IS. While performing an iterative design, as described
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by Hevner and usually applied in Software Engineering and security system development,
we keep an IT security and computer science perspective, implying direct applicability to
the technical design of such systems, but also regularly evaluate the market compliance
of the designs based on reference disciplines such as IS or marketing that have methods
for assessing market compliance. Hevner et al. [HMPR04] also make a strong argument
for evidence-based evaluation. Several methods from the ﬁeld of information systems can
be applied to assess market compliance in the early stages of the design process. Methods such as stakeholder analysis [Pou99] and analyses based on diffusion theory [RZ12]
have been applied in the IS ﬁeld. They are tailored towards qualitative results, but can
easily be applied by engineers as part of the design process, and are capable of digesting
non-monetary impacts of e.g. privacy [Pou99]. Choice-based conjoint analysis from the
marketing ﬁeld [DRC95] offers quantitative results in the form of measuring stakeholders’
willingness to pay for several system conﬁgurations, but requires expertise for designing
a valid survey instrument.

4 Related Work
As mentioned earlier, our approach builds directly on the design science approach by
Hevner et al. [HMPR04]. An argument that is very similar to ours has also been made
by Fenton et al [FPG94] in the software engineering domain. There, they argue, that a lot
of new technologies are developed which claim to lower development effort needed and
make software more readily adaptable or maintainable, without giving a sound evaluation.
Fenton et al. argue that more empirically sound evaluation is needed to address this. There
have been several initiatives in information systems research focussing on the design of
viable, secure information systems. Those include the Viable IS approach by Karyda et
al. [KKK01], as well as the approach proposed by Siponen and Baskerville [SB02]. On
the computer science side, Jürjen’s UMLSec [Jür02] has provided a similar contribution,
building on UML. Recently, Heyman et al [HYS+ 11] have proposed an iterative approach
similar to the one proposed by Hevner, alternating between requirements and architecture,
but lacking Hevner’s focus on evaluation and contribution to theory. There are also a wider
range of security requirements engineering approaches [FGH+ 09].

5 Conclusion
From our point of view, security systems designs should take into account both technological trustworthiness and socio-economic trust aspects. We build on ﬁndings from reference
disciplines including information systems and marketing, but derive a framework for engineering secure systems targeting speciﬁcally the IT security domain. To achieve a viable
security solution, designers have to make sure that their solution provides an effective security improvement and is compliant with market demands. We listed several methods
that can be applied to assess market compliance already in the early stages of the design
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process. Even though our reference disciplines are inﬂuenced by economics, our aim is
not to maximise proﬁt. Neither do we want to attack basic research in the area of security,
which is of course needed to provide the underpinnings of a more secure future IT infrastructure. Our aim is to provide engineers designing security systems with tools enabling
them to increase the practical impact of their solutions by designing solutions that are not
only trustworthy but also trusted, effective as well as market-compliant. We see this as
important contribution, as earlier work regarding system design has focused on trustworthiness/effectiveness, which, as the viable security model illustrates, is only one aspect of
a larger problem. This contribution may also be applicable to ﬁeld beyond IT security,
Fenton et al. [FPG94] make a similar argument for software engineering tools, but we
feel it is of special interest in the case of IT security due to the difﬁculties of many products in the market, said to be due to human factors [Sas03], and the underrepresentation
in earlier works. We do not feel this contribution, speciﬁcally regarding the details of the
design process, is ﬁnal yet. However, we want to once again point to Hevner et al.’s design
science [HMPR04], which provides a very solid meta-framework for a scientiﬁc design
process with evidence-based evaluation concerning human factors.
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